Two coupled BECs with a large population imbalance exhibit macroscopic quantum self-trapping (MQST) if the ratio of interaction energy to tunneling energy is above a critical value. Here we investigate effect of quantum fluctuations on MQST. In particular, we analyze the dynamics of a system of two elongated Bose gases prepared with a large population imbalance, where due to the quasi one dimensional character of the gas we no longer have true long range order, and the effect of quantum fluctuations is much more important. We show that MQST is possible in this system, but even when it is achieved it is not always dynamically stable. Using this instability one can construct states with sharply peaked momentum distributions around characteristic momenta dependent on system parameters. Our other finding is the nonmonotonic oscillating dependence of the decay rate of the MQST on the length of the wires. We also address the interesting question of thermalization in this system and show that it occurs only in sufficiently long wires.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Josephson effect [1, 2, 3] and macroscopic quantum self trapping (MQST) [4, 5] have been studied extensively both theoretically and experimentally in the context of two coupled BECs. MQST has been observed experimentally in a single bosonic Josephson junction [5] . In these cases, one considers a two well system prepared with a large initial population imbalance and investigates the dynamics. The occurrence of MQST can be understood by mapping the system into an equivalent classical nonrigid pendulum system, with the pendulum length depending on angular momentum [4] . Angular momentum in the pendulum maps to population difference in the coupled BEC, and likewise angular displacement maps to the relative phase. Then the Josephson effect is analogous to small oscillations of the pendulum around equilibrium (where the system has low energy), and MQST corresponds to the pendulum making full revolutions (high energy). In the high energy pendulum case, the average angular momentum is nonzero and the angle monotonically increases in time. This corresponds to nonzero average population difference and a running phase in the BEC case, which defines MQST.
MQST can be understood using the following qualitative considerations. Consider the case where initially all atoms occupy one well. The transition to MQST is a nonlinear effect governed by the parameter λ = J/µ, where µ is the chemical potential in the full well (which is approximately equal to its interaction energy per atom), and J is the tunneling energy between the two wells. Self trapping occurs when λ is smaller than some critical value of the order of unity. The transition to MQST is understood in terms of a simple energy argument. When the parameter λ is small, corresponding to large interaction energy, the initial state with a large population imbalance has a * rafa999@buphy.bu.edu very high energy. We might expect the system to dynamically equilibrate and the imbalance to disappear. However, there is a kinematic barrier for this to occur since the interaction energy has to be transferred to the kinetic energy of atoms. If the condensate depletion is small and the dynamics is effectively constrained to the condensate modes (this is the case e.g. for weakly interacting 3D condensates) then the only source of the kinetic energy is the tunneling term. For small λ the gain in hopping energy cannot make up for the loss in interaction energy thus there is a phase space restriction to dynamics. The best the system can do is a partial tunneling of atoms, and the system is constrained to remain imbalanced. This is analogous to giving the pendulum a strong enough initial kick to make full revolutions, where the angular momentum remains nonzero at all times. Here we have a large average angular momentum, where deviations from this average (due to the presence of the external gravitational field) oscillate in time with a high frequency and small amplitude. It is these angular momentum deviations in the pendulum case that are analogous to the high frequency small amplitude tunneling of atoms in the bosonic Josephson junction in MQST [4, 5] . Finally, let us briefly mention that we can also understand MQST through an analogy with the emergence of second order atom tunneling in double well systems due to superexchange (see Refs. [6, 7] and the endnote [33] )
The explanation above of MQST heavily relies on the assumption that the condensate remains coherent at all times. This assumption is essential since the interaction energy can be also transferred to the kinetic energy of the non-condensate modes within each well. As we mentioned this process is kinematically suppressed if we are dealing with three-dimensional condensates where the depletion is small and quantum fluctuations required to excite such modes are negligible. In one-dimensional systems, on the contrary, the situation is quite different. Quantum fluctuations are very important. In equilibrium they result in destruction of the condensate in the thermodynamic limit even at zero temperature [8] . One can expect that these fluctuations will also affect dynamics. This is indeed the case in a different setup, where it was shown that quantum fluctuations were responsible for destruction of the effective spin echo in one-dimensional condensates [9] . As we will explain in this paper the noncondensate modes crucially affect the dynamics expected from the simplified self-trapping picture.
In this paper we will consider the two wire system, where all atoms are initially loaded into one wire and then the wires are suddenly coupled. Such a system was recently realized experimentally [10] and analyzed theoretically in a different regime [11] . We assume that initially the atoms are in the ground state of a single full wire, and then the system is quenched by suddenly coupling the wires by the tunneling term. In this work we will focus on the self-trapping regime where the tunneling is much smaller than the interaction energy per atom in the full wire. This initial state then describes a highly nonequilibrium situation and we can expect interesting dynamics. We then ask, is it possible to have MQST, and is it stable? If not, what is the mechanism of MQST decay? Does the system eventually equilibrate, and if so, at what time scales?
To tackle the problem we will use the idea that in the self-trapping regime we have clear separation of time scales in the dynamical process. The high frequency small amplitude oscillations expected from zero dimensional analogy with Josephson junction [4, 5] , will then serve as a source term for slow dynamical processes occurring at much longer time scales. The whole dynamics is then analogous to that in an externally driven system by a periodic modulation with frequency much larger than the natural transition energy in the system. Then one can effectively integrate out high frequency modes by averaging dynamics over short time scales and get coarse grained effective description of the slow degrees of freedom (see e.g. Ref. [12] for illustrations of this idea in the context of classical mechanics). This analogy allows one to construct an effective "low energy" description of the dynamics in our system describing slow degrees of freedom. The analogy with externally driven systems is not perfect, however, since in our situation there is a feedback from the slow modes affecting the fast coherent dynamics. As we will show this process inhibits original fast oscillations and leads to decoherence and eventual thermalization in the system. We have to rely on numerical simulations to describe this process. Nevertheless at intermediate times the picture where one treats high frequency degrees of freedom separately providing external source to low frequency fields gives very accurate quantitative description of the dynamics and allows us to derive analytical expressions describing key instabilities in the system destroying self-trapping.
Another important result of the present analysis is the evidence of long-time thermalization in the system. We note that the dilute interacting 1D Bose gas is well described by a delta function interaction, which is integrable in both classical and quantum descriptions [13] , and therefore does not thermalize in the usual sense [14] . However, the coupling between the two 1D wires breaks integrability and we might expect the system to thermalize. The issue of thermalization in weakly nonintegrable systems is far from clear (see e.g. Ref. [15] ). In a classical system, the KAM theorem states that adding a weak perturbation to an integrable system precludes the system from thermalizing (see Refs. [16, 17] ; for the original KAM papers see Refs. [18, 19, 20] ). It is very little known what happens in quantum weakly integrable systems. In this work we address this issue numerically for our particular problem and give evidence that like in the classical systems thermalization may or may not occur in the analyzed setup depending on the choice of parameters. We note that the similar conclusions of thermalization due to breaking integrability were reached in Ref. [21] about thermalization in a single wire due to virtual excitations of higher radial modes. This paper concluded that thermalization should occur for arbitrarily weak coupling to virtual excitations. However, experiments show that nonthermalizable dynamics in quasi one-dimensional systems of bosons can be very robust [22] , so the whole picture of thermalization in nearly integrable quantum systems remains quite controversial.
Microscopically the system we are considering is described by the Hamiltonian (here and throughout the paper we seth = 1)
where i = 1, 2 denotes one of the two wires, g denotes the interaction parameter, m is the mass of the atoms, L is the system size, and J is the tunneling matrix element between the two wires. All the parameters are positive, and for simplicity we will use periodic boundary conditions. The operator Ψ i (x) annihilates an atom located at x on wire i. We assume that initially one of the wires is occupied by atoms with the density ρ 0 while the other wire is initially unoccupied. At t = 0 we couple the wires with finite, but small J so that we mimic the conditions that give rise to the MQST in the two well case. The initial chemical potential in the full wire µ = gρ 0 is simply the interaction energy per atom. Like in the two well case, the parameter λ = J/gρ 0 = J/µ, which is the ratio of interaction and tunneling energies, controls the transition between MQST and no MQST. There is also a natural length scale in this system equal to the healing length of the full wire ξ = 1/ √ mgρ 0 = 1/ √ mµ. Similarly the chemical potential µ = gρ 0 defines the (inverse) natural time scale in the system. In the natural units where τ = gρ 0 t and x is given in terms of ξ, the speed of sound in the full wire is v s = 1.
The static and dynamical properties of the system are completely governed by the following three parameters: ℓ = L/ξ, K = πρ 0 ξ, and λ. In the weakly interact-ing regime the parameter K ≫ 1 is equal to the effective Luttinger liquid parameter for the full wire [8] . In equilibrium K sets the scale for quantum fluctuations in the system. As interactions increase the expression K = πρ 0 ξ for the Luttinger liquid parameter is no longer valid and should be substituted by another function of ρ 0 ξ, which can be extracted from the Bethe ansatz solution [23] . In the regime of infinite interactions (Tonks gas) the Luttinger liquid parameter saturates at K = 1. In this work we will focus on the regime of weak quantum fluctuations (K/π > ∼ 10) corresponding to the semiclassical limit. As we will show in this (weakly interacting) regime the dynamics is very nontrivial. Our goal is then to treat quantum fluctuations perturbatively and analyze how they destroy the purely classical MQST. In this limit one can study the Hamiltonian ( 1) both analytically and numerically using the semiclassical truncated Wigner method (TWA) [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] . This method gives the leading quantum corrections to the classical (Gross-Pitaevskii) dynamics accounting for the zero point fluctuations of the bosonic creation and annihilation fields in the initial state. The inverse of the Luttinger liquid parameter plays the role of the effective Planck's constant. It can be shown that the higher order quantum corrections to TWA appearing in the form of quantum jumps are down by a factor of 1/K 2 [29] . In the regime of interest such corrections are negligible so TWA is expected to give accurate quantitative description of quantum dynamics in our system.
We note that in an infinite system for a 1D gas there is no true long range order and no true condensate. At best we have a quasicondensate at zero temperature, so we have a power law decay of correlation functions or the off-diagonal elements of the single-particle density matrix: Ψ † (x)Ψ(0) ∼ 1/|x| 1/(2K) . However, at finite size systems one still has a condensate fraction since a single mode of the system is macroscopically occupied compared to all other modes. Unlike in the 3D case, the condensate fraction strongly depends on the system size. But if we confine ourselves to small enough ℓ and large enough K so that
is satisfied then we have a small condensate depletion and thus a highly coherent gas. Physically Eq. (2) gives us a rough estimate of the condensate fraction, and if Eq. (2) is satisfied we can confidently say we have a condensate. Provided we satisfy the condition ( 2), and we have small enough λ (as in the bosonic Josephson junction case), we show that it is possible to achieve MQST even in the 1D case. By using an effective model description, we explicitly find the conditions that the system must satisfy in order to obtain MQST, and we numerically confirm these results. We also find that MQST is generally unstable, and the system eventually (on a time scale on the order of 1/J) decays from MQST through a dynamical instability. Nevertheless, the system exhibits characteristic MQST behavior (i.e. high frequency small amplitude tunneling of atoms between the two wires) on time scales less than O(1/J). More interestingly, with a judicious choice of the system parameters ℓ, λ, and K, we can use the decay mechanism to resonantly populate characteristic momentum modes q c in the initially empty wire and thus get a very sharp momentum distribution at intermediate times. Depending on the choice of parameters, the system may or may not thermalize. We will show what is necessary in order to achieve this by numerically solving for the dynamics for the Hamiltonian (see Eq. (1)). Through our effective model, we can also attain a quantitative understanding of the underlying mechanism leading to the resonant transfer of atoms to characteristic modes and subsequent decay of MQST.
The paper is organized as follows. We first discuss the approximate effective description of the system dynamics in Section II. This description gives us the mechanism for the dynamical instability and a quantitative understanding of how to achieve the sharp momentum distribution at intermediate times. In Section III we show specific results from the numerical solution of the microscopic Hamiltonian (1) , detailing what is necessary for MQST, the question of MQST stability and the formation of the intermediate sharp momentum distribution state, and address the question of thermalization of the system at later times. Finally in Section IV we discuss and give an interpretation of our results.
II. EFFECTIVE MODEL
Given the microscopic Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), consider initial conditions where the two wires are initially decoupled and all atoms occupy the first wire (i = 1). Also assume that the first wire is prepared in such a way that it is close to the ground state (T ≃ 0), and take the Luttinger K and system size L such that the depletion from the zero momentum mode is small, i.e. assume that the condition (2) is fulfilled. Then in general for short times (t < ∼ 1/J) after the quench, the dynamics will be dominated by zero momentum modes as it is in the two well systems where MQST was previously studied.
As explained in the introduction, this occurs because of the large separation of scales present in our current system if we choose system parameters such that we are in the MQST regime. In particular, we anticipate that the zero momentum (condensate) mode will undergo small amplitude high frequency oscillations between the two wires. We are then justified in treating the high frequency dynamics separately from long time dynamics governing non condensed modes. Thus in the leading order we can treat 1D systems as zero dimensional system and analyze condensate dynamics separately. Because of the high occupation of the zero momentum mode in the full wire, we have to use a full nonlinear treatment of the dynamics. This can be easily done in this case, however, as we only have to treat a single mode. This mode can be treated classically (using Gross-Pitaevskii approach). In the next order of approximation we will treat this fast condensate dynamics as an external source for the non-condensate modes. We can anticipate that the momentum modes, which are resonant with the fast condensate oscillations should be excited. As we will show such process can be viewed as enhancement of the zero point fluctuations of high-momentum modes. Therefore we have to treat such modes quantum-mechanically. At short times while the occupation of the non-condensate modes is small we can linearize the resulting equations of motion (with timedependent parameters) and obtain analytic results. At longer times excitations of these modes should provide damping to the condensate oscillations and eventual destruction of the condensate dynamics. This is a nonlinear effect happening at longer time scales, associated with the tunneling coupling 1/J (as opposed to the period of fast oscillations 1/µ). In the MQST regime we have a large separation of scales because the ratio λ = J/µ is small. So our strategy to address the problem is justified.
A. Effective Hamiltonian for zero momentum modes
Our starting point in the analysis of this system is to take the Hamiltonian (1) and ignore terms containing nonzero momentum modes. We then have
where Ψ i,0 annihilates a particle in wire i with zero momentum (q = 0). The above Hamiltonian (3) can be mapped into a spin system via Schwinger representation:
Then the Hamiltonian H 0 can be written as
For a system of N atoms, Eqs. (4)-(6) map the bosons to the spin with the magnitude S = N/2. We can easily find the Heisenberg equations of motion from the SU (2) algebra. Since we pick K large enough to be in the semiclassical limit and the zero momentum mode is highly occupied initially, we can safely ignore the effects of quantum fluctuations and treat H 0 classically. Furthermore, since depletion is small, we can take N to be the total number of atoms in the system. Using energy and total spin conservation (particle number conservation in original fields), we can write down the equation of motion for
where E 0 is the total (conserved) energy of the system. Initially all atoms are in the first wire, so we have S x = S y = 0 and S z = N/2 as our initial conditions, which uniquely determine E 0 . It is convenient to work with the dimensionless time τ = gρ 0 t = gN t/L and rescale the spin S z → n = S z /S = (N 1 − N 2 )/N so that it represents the scaled population difference between the two wires. Then the equation of motion reads (see also Ref. [30] )
where λ = J/gρ 0 = J/µ. The parameter λ determines whether or not we have MQST. Eq. (9) is equivalent to the equation of motion for a single particle in the potential
and total energy E = (∂ τ n) 2 /2 + V (n). For λ > 1/ √ 8 the potential V (n) has a single minimum at n = 0 (equal population in both wires), while for λ < 1/ √ 8 the minimum at n = 0 becomes a local maximum and two new minima appear at ± n ⋆ , where n ⋆ = 1 − 8λ 2 .
Nonzero n signifies population imbalance, so a necessary condition for MQST is λ < 1/ √ 8. But this condition is not sufficient for MQST, since a system with high enough energy E > V (0) = 0 will overcome the potential barrier and not self-trap. We also need E < 0. For our initial conditions of complete imbalance (n(0) = 1, ∂ t n(0) = 0) we have E = 2λ 2 − 1/8, so in order to have MQST we need to have
In Figure 1 we show the effective single particle potential, along with the energies, for λ = 1 where there is no self trapping, and λ = 1/5 where we have MQST. We can write down the exact solution for Eq. (9) in terms of a Jacobi elliptic function n(τ ) = cn 2λτ, 1 4λ .
Since we are interested in the self trapped regime, where λ is small, we can expand Eq. (13) to second order in λ and ignore higher order terms where n ⋆ is given by Eq. (11). This approximation is very good for λ as high as 1/5 (recall that we need λ < 1/4 in order to have MQST). In MQST we only have a partial tunneling of atoms between the two wires. Atoms oscillate back and forth between the wires, with a frequency n ⋆ ≃ 1 in dimensionless units (which corresponds to the frequency µ in original units) and the amplitude 4λ 2 . So in MQST we have high frequency and small amplitude transfer of atoms between both wires. Whenever the effect of quantum fluctuations is not important, this situation persists and MQST is stable. As we described above these condensate oscillations couple to the noncondensate modes. Our next step will be to analyze the effect of this coupling on dynamics.
B. Effective Hamiltonian for nonzero momentum modes
We will now focus on finding the effective Hamiltonian for the nonzero momentum modes. We will employ the following strategy, as explained in the introduction of this section. We go back to the microscopic Hamiltonian and treat the zero momentum mode fields as classical time dependent sources coupled to nonzero momentum modes, their time dependent behavior given by the solution to the equations for zero momentum mode fields described above. We then keep contributions from nonzero momentum terms up to quadratic order, and solve the equations of motion for all nonzero momentum modes. The dynamics described by this effective Hamiltonian then should be valid as long as the occupation in the nonzero momentum modes remains small. Through this effective Hamiltonian, we will find the mechanism of MQST decay and illustrate the importance of quantum fluctuations. We will then need to use the explicit solution for the zero momentum mode fields Ψ 1,0 (τ ) and Ψ 2,0 (τ ), which we can easily find from solving the classical system given by Eq. (7). For λ < 1/5 to a very good approximation (up to terms of the order of λ 4 ) the solution is
where φ i,0 is the initial phase in the zero momentum mode for wire i and N is the total number of atoms. Since the our initial state is the ground state of decoupled wires, these phases are random and in order to compute the expectation value of an arbitrary operator one needs to take average over them (technically this follows from the fact that in the classical limit the Wigner function representing initial Fock state reduces to the fixed amplitude of Ψ 1,2 and the random phase [30, 31] ). But in our particular case these phases are not important because initially the second wire is empty so one can safely set them to zero. Note Eqs. (15) and (16) have a running phase which is typical of states in MQST. Also in the range of λ < 1/5 we are interested in we can set n ⋆ = 1 to a very good approximation. Next we will expand the Hamiltonian to the quadratic order in non-zero momentum modes. Doing this we will also ignore contributions to the Hamiltonian of order λ 2 and higher. This approximation is justified for small λ, and small enough system size such that ℓλ = JL/µξ < ∼ 1, where ξ is the coherence length in the full wire. The constraint on system size is due to the fact that we need characteristic kinetic energies in the system (∝ 1/ℓ 2 ) to be larger than the terms of order λ 2 ignored in the Hamiltonian. This requirement on the system size not only simplifies the analysis, but (as we show later) is also crucial in order to obtain a sharp momentum distribution at intermediate times (τ ∼ 1/λ).
The effective Hamiltonian for the nonzero momentum modes can be written as H = q>0 H q . As before, we will employ dimensionless units (or equivalently, all energies in terms of µ, the natural inverse time unit). There are three contributions to H q , which we will consider and discuss separately:
where H F q is the contribution from the full wire, H E q is from the empty wire, and H J q is the contribution from tunneling between the wires. For the full wire, we have (18) where T q = q 2 /2mµ, the scaled kinetic energy for momentum q. Note that we have an explicit time dependence in this contribution coming from the running phase. The phase monotonically increases at a rate 1 in dimensionless time (with rate µ in original units). This is also the frequency with which the atoms tunnel between wires in the self trapped regime. Physically, this contribution couples an external harmonic source with a frequency µ to creation and annihilation operators for particle pairs with momenta ±q. This acts like an external energy pump, and is the cause of the dynamical instability that develops in the system due to resonance of the external frequency µ with the natural system modes. For the empty wire, we have
Note that no explicit time dependence shows up in this contribution if we ignore terms of order λ 2 , and that Eq. (19) is just the Hamiltonian for free Bosons of momentum q. There is a subtle issue in 1D, where in the ground state of a dilute interacting Bosonic gas the interaction energy is always higher than the kinetic energy, since the interaction energy is proportional to density while kinetic energy is proportional to density squared. At short times the density in the empty wire is very small, so naively it seems that we wrongfully ignored the interaction. However, this consideration is somewhat misleading for two reasons. First, we have included effects of interactions in the empty wire already: recall that we treated the zero momentum modes separately, and in this treatment we have included the effect of interaction in the zero momentum modes. As long as depletion from the quasicondensate is small, which it is for cases we consider, the interaction terms involving nonzero momentum modes are negligible compared to their kinetic energy. Second, we are dealing with far from equilibrium systems and the momentum modes which are populated have very high energy of the order of the chemical potential in the full wire. While the particle density in the initially empty wire remains small the interaction energy is negligible compared to the kinetic energy and can be safely neglected. Finally we are left with the contribution for the coupling between the two wires, which is simply
The explicit time dependence of H q can be eliminated by a simple unitary transformation:
where
where the second term in (21) reflects the fact that U q is time dependent. Physically this comes about because we are going to an accelerating (rotating) frame. The new HamiltonianH q no longer has any explicit time dependence.
We then have for each of the contributions in turñ
Note that the unitary (gauge) transormation simply results in T q → T q − 1 i.e. subtracting the chemical potential of the full wire from the kinetic energy. The difference in sign in the term T q ± 1 between the full and empty wire has a simple physical interpretation: in order for a particle to tunnel from the empty wire to the full wire it must overcome the difference in interaction energies in the wire. In other words, the chemical potential difference between the two wires acts as a bias (uniform) potential, with the full wire at a higher potential due to its interaction energy. SinceH q is quadratic, we can explicitly diagonalize it. Instead of bosonic fields Ψ i,q and Ψ † i,q it is convenient to work with the fields which represent density and phase fluctuations:
Since this is a canonical transformation the new fields satisfy standard coordinate-momentum like commutation relations:
Their Fourier transforms n i (x) = 1/L q n i,q exp(iqx) and φ i (x) = q φ i,q exp(iqx) satisfy similar commutation relations in real space
which are the correct relation for physical number and phase operators. To see that the fields n 1,q and φ 1,q indeed correspond to the correct number and phase operators for small depletion we observe that the Fourier component of the density
is exactly proportional to n 1,q . Since φ 1,q represents the conjugate field to n 1,−q , then up to a constant factor (1/ √ 2N ) it is just the Fourier component of the physical phase (this can be checked by explicit calculation). The approximate equality above is only valid when the depletion is small and the terms with q ′ = 0, −q dominate the sum. Note that this argument cannot be applied to n 2q and φ 2q , the fields in the second wire, since we have a small occupation in the zero momentum mode. n 2q and φ 2q therefore do not correspond to physical number and phase fluctuations in the empty wire, but for simplicity we will use the same terminology in referring to them, since their properties are otherwise identical to the number and phase operators in the full wire.
We can then write our Hamiltonian asH q =H
We can easily find the expectation values of the occupation of momentum modes by real particles in the full and empty wires using the following relation
C. Dynamics of nonzero momentum modes
The HamiltonianH q in Eq. (32) is quadratic and therefore it is easy to analyze the dynamics in our system. Before we go on to solve the systemH q exactly let us gain some physical insight by doing a perturbative calculation for the system treatingH J q as the perturbation. In the empty wire the HamiltonianH E q is diagonalized in the original particle basis (see Eq. (24)). Its spectrum is ω E (q) = T q − 1 (in the original units ω E (q) = q 2 /(2m) − µ). Apart from subtraction of the chemical potential due to our gauge transformation, this is just the energy spectrum for free bosons.
Next, let us diagonalize the Hamiltonian for the full wireH 
where ψ q and ψ † q obey the usual commutation relations
The energy spectrum for the full wire ω F (q) = T q (2 + T q ) is just the usual Bogoliubov spectrum for Bose gases close to the ground state. In the original energy units this spectrum reads
where v s = µ/m is the speed of sound in the full wire. For small momenta ω F (q) ≃ v s |q| and we have the usual sound modes for a Bose gas close to zero temperature. Note however that we start in a high energy state with respect to the coupled Hamiltonian (interaction energy ∼ µ), and we need to take into account the correct spectrum for high momentum modes q ∼ mv s as given by Eq. ().
In order to treatH J q perturbatively, we will write it in the ψ, Ψ 2 basis, which diagonalizesH Consider that our initial state has very small depletion from the zero momentum modes, and therefore all contributions ofH J q with at least one annihilation operator have vanishingly small matrix elements compared with contributions of H J q with two creation operators. So for our perturbative calculation to a very good approximatioñ
It is clear from Eq. (38) that the physical process that drives the depletion from the zero momentum modes and destroys MQST is the production of quasiparticle pairs with opposite momenta ±q in each wire. At long times the dominant contribution to particle creation will come from the momentum mode satisfying the resonant condition
which has the solution
In the original units Eq. (39) reads
with the solution
This wavevector describes the characteristic momentum where the zero momentum mode particles scatter with the highest probability, possibly causing a breakdown of MQST. As we will see later q c represents the momentum of the maximally unstable mode. Note that Eq. (41) can be rewritten in the following way, giving a clear physical interpretation:
The right hand side of Eq. (43) is just the sum of the energies of two quasiparticles of momentum q, with one quasiparticle in the full wire and the other in the empty wire, while the left hand side is just the frequency of oscillations of the zero momentum mode, which serves the external source term. Through the resonant coupling particles are scattered out of the zero-momentum mode to the momenta close to q c . Because of the bosonic nature of quasi-particle, we find that the population of the mode with q = q c increases exponentially with the rate 2J/ √ 3. If the number of unstable modes is small we can expect a very sharp momentum distribution forming in both empty and full wires at time scales of the order 1/J. Now we outline the exact solution for the dynamics of the system in the linearized regime. We can easily find the Heisenberg equations of motion for the nonzero momentum modes using Eqs. (30)-(32)
Assuming the solutions have a time dependence ∼ e −iω(q)τ , we find two pairs of eigenfrequencies for each momentum: ±ω ± (q) (measured in units of µ):
(48) Note that in the self trapped regime (0 < λ < 1/4) the term under the radical in Eq. (48) can be negative. Thus, there is always an interval in T q where ω ± is complex.
In order to get a better physical understanding of the expression in Eq. (48) (40)), so we have a dynamically unstable set of momenta in this region. The extent of the unstable region is √ 3λ/2 while the maximum peak for the imaginary part of ω± is λ/ √ 3. The momentum modes falling within the unstable region then become populated at an exponential rate, in a time scale ∼ 1/λ in dimensionless units (1/J in original units).
The two branches of the spectrum ω 2 ± (q) are plotted in Figure 2 . The two curves cross at T q = 1/4, the resonance point we found in the perturbative calculation (see Eq. 40). The interpretation of ω ± at λ = 0 here is simple. For 0 < T q < 1/4, ω 2 + = (T q − 1) 2 corresponds to the spectrum of the free Bose gas in the empty wire shifted to the right by an amount equal to the chemical potential difference between the wires. Likewise, for
0, the two wires do not interact with each other and their spectra are completely independent. For small nonzero λ, however, the crossing point in Figure 2 gives the resonance condition we found from the perturbative calculation. It is easy to see that this is the channel for MQST decay.
Next we take λ small but nonzero. We plot ω ± for λ = 1/8 in Figure 3 . In this case ω ± acquires an imaginary part. This signals the development of a dynamical instability in the region where ω ± is complex. The dynamically unstable region is centered around the resonance point found in our perturbative calculation (T q = 1/4), and the extent of the region is ≃ √ 3λ/2. In terms of momentum, the dynamically unstable region is centered around q c = mv s / √ 2 (where the speed of sound v s = ξµ), and the extent of the region is √ 3λq c . From the exact spectrum ofH J q we then find that there is an unstable region of finite extent ∼ λ around the resonance point, instead of the single characteristic mode found from the perturbative calculation. It then follows that the population of all momentum modes that fall within the unstable region, will exponentially grow in time. The time scale in which this happens is given by the inverse of the typical value of the imaginary part of ω ± , which is of the order 1/λ (1/J in original energy units). The maximum rate of increase possible is determined from the peak of the imaginary part of ω ± , which is 2J/ √ 3. This is precisely what we obtained from the perturbative Fermi Golden Rule calculation.
D. Second dynamically unstable region
Let us briefly discuss other regions of interest in the system. From Eq. (48) we find that there is an additional instability occurring around 2q c , which is twice the resonant momentum. However, this time only ω − , and not ω + , becomes complex. We then have a second region of dynamical instability in the system. It is easy to see that there are no additional unstable regions in the system. This instability emerges because ω 2 − (2q c ) becomes negative for any small positive λ. This instability, however, is much weaker since the maximum imaginary part of the frequency is λ 2 /3. Since the main instability around q c develops on times of the order of 1/λ the effect of the second instability on dynamics is usually very small. Nevertheless, as we will see from full nonlinear numerical simulations, this instability is not just an artifact of the effective model and the corresponding mode is indeed excited in the system. In Fig. 4 we plot imaginary part of ω − (q) for λ close to 1/4, i.e. to the onset of self-trapping. It is clear this instability also has a smaller width (by a factor λ/3 √ 3) compared to the first instability. For smaller values of λ the effect of the second instability is even weaker.
Let us briefly mention that the physical process associated with this instability can be understood by looking into perturbation theory. Since the instability here is on the order of λ smaller than the one associated with the first unstable region, we expect the effect to show up in second order perturbation theory where we have contributions of order λ 2 . This is indeed the case, and we find there is a resonance here similar to what occurs in first order. In second order, we have a contribution proportional to the matrix elements of Ψ † 2,q ψ q ψ † q Ψ † 2,−q and likewise for q → −q. This contribution has the net effect of producing particle pairs of opposite momenta in the empty wire, where the resonance condition for these terms is now given by 2(T q − 1) = 0 instead of Eq. (39). The characteristic mode then satisfies 2(q 2 /2m − µ) = 0 which gives us q = 2q c . This process can be interpreted as two atoms in the full wire zero momentum mode (with interaction energy µ per atom) tunneling into the empty wire, where all of their interaction energy is converted into kinetic energy. There is a similar process in the full wire as well, where two atoms in the zero momentum mode are transfered to the 2q c mode and in the process all their interaction energy is converted into kinetic energy. One can show that to all orders of perturbation theory only q c and 2q c are resonantly populated, which is consistent with the exact solution of the effective model.
E. Effect of system size
The finite system size plays a crucial role in our analysis. First, as we noted earlier, we are relying on having a large condensate fraction in the initially full wire. This is only possible in one dimension if the system size is finite and small enough (see Eq. (2)). Additionally finite system size leads to quantization of allowed momentum modes. When we analyzed the spectrum of unstable modes above we found that there are always unstable regions corresponding to imaginary frequencies. However, having these unstable regions does not imply that a finite size system actually has unstable modes and always decays from MQST. The dynamical instability rather provides us with a possible route of MQST decay. The more accurate statement is that weakly interacting coupled 1D systems that initially exhibit MQST will undergo MQST decay through the resonant mechanism described above as long as there are actual momentum modes in the system that fall within the dynamically unstable region. The set of allowed modes is controlled by the system size, so the system size will determine whether or not we have decay from MQST.
In the following it is easier to work with the system size in terms of the coherence length (ℓ = L/ξ). It is also convenient to measure the momentum in units of 1/ξ, so that the allowed momentum modes are given by q n = 2πn/ℓ with an integer n [34] . The characteristic momentum mode that is resonant with the zero momentum mode oscillations is given by q c = 1/ √ 2 in these units. The condition for MQST decay is simply stated 
FIG. 4: (Color online) Plot of |ℑ(ω−)| (in units of µ) vs q (in units of 1/ξ).
Unlike ω+ where there is only one region where it acquires an imaginary part, for ω− we have two such regions. The first region is exactly the same as in ω+, centered around q = qc = 1/ √ 2ξ. The second unstable region occurs only for ω− around q = 2qc. Both the extent of the region of instability and the maximum of the imaginary part of ω in the second region are of order λ times smaller than the corresponding quantities in the first region, meaning that the instability in the second region is suppressed compared to the one in the first region if λ is small. that for a given system size ℓ, there exists at least one value of the integer n such that
If this condition is not satisfied for any n then MQST is stable even for a 1D system. The requirement Eq. 50 implies that there is a minimum system size ℓ min below which MQST is always stable:
For small λ to a very good approximation we find that this is equivalent to the minimum system size (in original units) L min = 2π √ 2ξ. For all systems smaller than ℓ min MQST is always stable and the effect of quantum fluctuations can be ignored. We then have a situation identical to the Josephson junction where MQST was originally studied, where only the dynamics in a single momentum mode is important in each wire.
We also note that there exists a system size ℓ thresh above which MQST is always unstable and the dynamical instability is always present. This corresponds to the situation whene there is always at least one solution satisying Eq. (50). The condition that determines the threshold length is that the spacing between adjacent momentum modes (that is 2π/ℓ) is smaller than the size of the dynamically unstable region in momentum space (see Figure 4) . The threshold length is given by
or in original units it is just L thresh = 2π λ 2 3 ξ, so the threshold length is of the order of ξ/λ. The smaller we make the tunneling between the wires, the larger the threshold length will be.
Finally, there is a range of intermediate system sizes between the minimum size ℓ min below which MQST is always stable, and the threshold size ℓ thresh above which MQST is always unstable. For system sizes ℓ min < ℓ < ℓ thresh , we find that by changing the system size we alternate between intervals where MQST is stable and intervals where MQST is unstable. Moreover in unstable intervals there is always a single unstable mode. It is easy to see that unstable intervals in ℓ (for intermediate system sizes) are centered around
where n is an integer. If we define n max as the largest value of n for which ℓ n < ℓ thresh is satisfied, then we need to have n max < 1 √ 3λ
. We also note that the size of the interval in ℓ where MQST is unstable increases linearly with n so that the n-th unstable region corresponds to the following interval for ℓ:
For n > n max , the size of the unstable regions become so large that they overlap with each other and the system is always unstable. Because in the intermediate regime ℓ min < ℓ < ℓ thresh there is at most one unstable mode, we should be able to observe a very sharp momentum distribution develop in unstable regions. Furthermore we can control how quickly the system decays from MQST; specifically we can set the system size such that the rate of decay has a maximum. This happens if the system parameters are such that the unstable mode perfectly matches the resonance condition. Clearly by decreasing the tunneling λ we can make resonance conditions sharper and the intermediate region larger. To achieve the maximal growth rate in the population of the resonant mode (and hence the maximum number of particles transfered to this mode) we need to choose ℓ = ℓ n = 2πn/q c . Note that by picking such ℓ n we are also guaranteed to get a momentum state that falls within the second unstable region q = 2q c in momentum space (see Figure 4) . Recall, however, that the rate of growth here is of the order of λ smaller than the corresponding one in the first unstable region, so we may neglect its effect if λ is small enough, which it is in cases where we initially have MQST. Let us finally mention that if the system is in the intermediate size regime, then according to Eq. (54) (see Figure 4 as well) one can easily tune the system from stable to unstable MQST by tuning λ (or equivalently J).
The analysis we presented so far neglects the interactions between different modes. In particular, it neglects the damping of the zero momentum mode oscillations, which is inevitable due to creating high energy excitations in the system. This damping will destroy resonant population of the unstable modes and thus will lead to eventual saturation of the exponential growth. At longer times one can expect that the energy stored in the unstable momentum mode will be redistributed among other modes and the system will eventually thermalize (or at least reach some steady state). The two important questions are (i) What is the maximum achievable occupation of the resonant modes? and (ii) What is the time scale at which the sharp distribution disappears and the system thermalizes? Later when we do numerics, we will see that higher n decreases the thermalization time for the system and decreases the maximum occupancy of the resonant modes. Therefore by picking smaller system sizes we can delay thermalization. If we go to the extreme case and pick the smallest system size, so that only the first excited momentum mode falls within the dynamically unstable region, we do not observe thermalization in our numerics for the time scales considered. In particular, in this regime we do not see equilibration of particles between the two wires, and the system seems to remain self trapped for very long times. In this extreme case the sharp momentum distribution is stable, and the system seems to reach a steady state in population of the nonzero momentum modes. We do observe, however, a slow leak of atoms from the zero momentum mode of the full wire to the zero momentum mode of the empty wire, as seen in Figs. 5 and 6 . Only the zero and first excited momentum modes are important in the dynamics. This is in contrast to larger system sizes (with modes in the unstable region), where the sharp momentum distribution disappears, the population difference between wires disappears, and the system thermalizes at much shorter times scales.
In general thermalization times decrease as the system size increases. If we pick system sizes above ℓ thresh , MQST always decays, and if ℓ is large enough we will always have multiple modes fall within the dynamically unstable region. If enough modes fall within this region we will no longer have a sharp momentum distribution in intermediate times, and in fact will not even be able to discern that there is MQST in the system. The time scale for MQST decay is on the order of J if only one, or at most a few modes fall within the unstable region. This time scale decreases as we make ℓ larger until eventually it becomes on the order of µ, the frequency of zero momentum mode oscillations. At this point, we can no longer claim that we had MQST in the first place. So in the thermodynamic limit there is never any MQST in 1D systems.
Let us note that while our analysis directly applies to uniform systems, one can expect that qualitatively the results will be the same in a parabolic trap. In this case the noncondensate eigenmodes will not be plane waves but wavepackets oscillating with characteristic momentum, which will be quantized. If the resonant conditions are satisfied we expect MQST decay while if they are not, MQST will be stable.
III. NUMERICS
In this section we will present the numerical results. Our system is described by the microscopic Hamiltonian (1). We will work with weakly interacting systems. In this regime the initial condensate fraction is large and the resonant mode population is most pronounced. Also for weak interaction we can reliably use truncated Wigner approximation (TWA) method to simulate the dynamics (see Refs. [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] for details of this method). TWA gives the leading order in expansion of quantum dynamics in quantum fluctuations around the classical (Gross-Pitaevskii) limit. The classical limit can be strongly interacting in the sense that classical dynam-ics is intrinsically nonlinear. It can be shown that in TWA the classical equations of motion do not change but the initial conditions for classical fields become fluctuating and distributed according to the Wigner function. These fluctuations are crucial for our problem since without them non-zero momentum modes are never excited. We emphasize that we use the term "classical" for Gross-Pitaevskii equations rather than mean-field commonly used in literature. It is important to realize that in TWA each classical trajectory does not describe any mean-field, it rather describes characteristics along which the Wigner function is approximately conserved. Only in the classical limit where there are no fluctuations and all particles are described by a single condensate mode Gross-Pitaevskii equations describe mean-field dynamics. Effectively the Wigner function in TWA gives the quasiprobability distribution for classical fields determined by the initial state of the system, pure or mixed. At higher orders, there will be also corrections to the classical trajectories, but in the regime of large K we are interested in, those are unimportant [27, 29] .
The implementation of TWA is straightforward. The dynamics of the system is described by Gross-Pitaevskii equations of motion for the following Hamiltonian
where we simply replaced the quantum operators in Eq. (1) with classical fields. We note that in principle one has to use the Weyl symbol of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (55). However, for spatially uniform quartic interactions the difference between (55) and the Weyl symbol is given by a constant term proportional to the total number of particles. In equations of motion it yields an overall phase, which is not important. The GrossPitaevskii equations corresponding to this Hamiltonian are obtained in the standard way:
Note that the same equation can be obtained by introducing an analogue of Poisson brackets for the coherent states and writing standard classical Hamilton equations of motion [29] .
To implement TWA we need to solve equations (56) supplemented by random initial conditions distributed according to the Wigner transform of the initial density matrix. Since we are dealing with an interacting system in the initial state, finding the Wigner transform is not trivial by itself. One possibility to overcome this difficulty is to find the initial state within the Bogoliubov's approximation and then find the Wigner transform of the corresponding wave function [28] . We will employ a different route. Namely we start with a noninteracting The maximum is bigger for weaker interactions (larger K).
After the saturation of the resonant mode we observe very slow leak of atoms into the empty wire in the zero momentum mode with a large population imbalance persisting for very long times. Note that only few modes (q = 0, ±qc, ±2qc) are involved in the dynamics.
full wire (g = 0) where it is straightforward to find the Wigner transform of the ground state. Then we slowly (adiabatically) turn on interactions in the system (keeping the wires decoupled) until we reach full interaction strength. Since quantum fluctuations remain weak in the whole range of g this procedure gives us the correct initial state for the interacting system (we checked that this procedure is very accurate on a small lattice system comparing such adiabatic ramp with exact simulations). We note that in this setup it is actually very hard to achieve adiabatic limit in large 1D systems [32] . However, this does not represent a real issue for us since we confine ourselves to mesoscopic system sizes. Once the desired interaction strength is reached we suddenly turn on coupling between the wires and analyse the subsequent dynamics. We consider weakly interacting systems with K/π = 50, 100 so that we are certainly in the semiclassical limit. Since K/π = ρ 0 ξ we see that this corresponds to the regime of roughly 100 particles within the healing length. The minimal length of the wire required to see decay of MQST is L min = 2π √ 2ξ ≈ 9ξ (see Eq. (51)) thus we see that this parameter regime requires of the order of few hundred particles in the full wire. The effect will persist for smaller values of K/π > ∼ 10 so it can be observed with smaller number of particles per wire, though for Again, only the lowest modes are involved in the dynamics (q = 0, ±qc, ±2qc) and we find no equilibration in these time scales.
smaller K the momentum distribution becomes not so sharp. We will choose small couplings λ = 0.075, 0.05 so that the two relevant time scales in the system (1/J and 1/µ) are well separated and we can clearly distinguish the MQST part of the dynamics at short times from the sharp momentum distribution that develops at times ∼ 1/J. Finally, we will work mostly with system sizes ℓ ≡ L/ξ = ℓ 1 , ℓ 10 < ℓ thresh (see Eqs. (52), (53)), so that we are in the regime with exactly one momentum mode falling within the dynamically unstable region. We also choose system sizes that maximize the imaginary part of the frequency of the unstable mode. This gives us the largest transfer of particles to these modes.
Let us first discuss in more detail what happens for L = L 1 = 2π/q c . We have plotted the results for momentum mode occupation for all momentum modes for times up to t = 225/µ in Figure 5 for the empty wire, and Figure 6 for the full wire. We choose λ = 0.075 and two different Luttinger liquid parameters K/π = 50 and 100. At short times we clearly observe MQST, which is characterized by the high frequency, small amplitude oscillations in the zero momentum mode. The behavior at short times is similar for both K/π = 50 and K/π = 100, but note that the damping of oscillations is stronger for smaller K, which is not surprising since this corresponds to stronger quantum fluctuations. Then at times ∼ 1/J, we find a large transfer of particles to the characteristic momentum modes q c , which for the given system size is just the first excited momentum mode in the system. A larger fraction of particles is transferred for larger K, which is expected since larger interactions preclude a large population from developing at any mode. We also clearly observe transfer of particles to the 2q c mode. Recall from our previous discussion that there is also an unstable region around 2q c , but the rate of transfer there is of order 1/λ smaller. All other momentum modes remain virtually unpopulated at all times shown, so the dynamics is confined only to these first few modes, and we find that this greatly delays the onset of thermalization (see Figure 6 ). Note that at later times the occupation in q c saturates at about 8% of the total number of particles, while the population in the zero momentum mode monotonically increases and eventually surpasses the population in the characteristic modes. The system is thermalizing, albeit very slowly.
Let us now focus on a larger system size L = L 10 = 20π/q c . This system size is such that the tenth excited momentum mode falls within the unstable region. We pick K/π = 100 and λ = 0.05. This choice of parameters allows us to delay thermalization so that we can clearly distinguish what happens in different time scales in the system. The results for the empty wire momentum occupation are shown in Figure 7 , (a 3D plot is shown in Figure 13 ). At short times we once again observe the zero momentum mode oscillations present in MQST. We observe the transfer of particles to the characteristic mode q c at intermediate time scales ∼ 1/J. Note that when the population at q c peaks, the momentum distribution is very sharply peaked around ±q c as we see in Figure 8 . The system thermalizes at later times. In Figure 8 we compare the momentum distribution of the empty wire at different times. At t = π/µ, which corresponds to a half period in MQST oscillations, we find a small number of particles at zero momentum while all other modes are virtually unoccupied. At intermediate times (t = 160/µ, which is of the order of 1/J) we find the momentum distribution very sharply peaked around ±q c (with a small peak at q = 0), while all other modes remain unoccupied. At late times (t = 400/µ) the system shows a thermal momentum distribution centered around q = 0. Note that the thermalization time scale is much smaller here than when L = L 1 . Also the height of the peak when the population at q c is maximum is higher than the maximum height of the thermalized momentum distribution. This fact taken with the fact the the distribution is very sharp when the population at q c peaks should make the intermediate sharp momentum distribution state easily distinguishable from the final thermalized state. For the latest times shown t = 400/µ, we compare the momentum distribution of both wires in Figure 9 . Note that they are virtually indistinguishable at this point so the system fully thermalized.
There is an important difference between dynamics in short systems with ℓ = ℓ 1 and longer systems with ℓ = ℓ n , where 2 < n < n thresh (compare Figs. 5 and 7) . While in both cases there is only one unstable mode which gets populated at intermediate times ∼ 1/J the longer time dynamics is clearly different. In both cases the population of the resonant mode q = q c saturates at a value of the order of a few percent of the total population. At later times in the shorter wire the population remains confined essentially to the condensate (zero momentum) and q = ±q c momentum modes, while in longer wires other momentum modes get excited and the system ther- malizes. In order to observe sharp momentum distribution in this case it is necessary that the thermalization time is longer than 1/J, the time scale at which instability develops. We find that in order to ensure this is the case the following condition has to be satisfied:
The right side of Eq. 57 is just the amplitude of oscillations of the q = 0 mode particle tunneling at short times (while MQST is present), and the left hand side gives us roughly the depletion of particles from the zero momentum mode in the full wire. The basic idea behind Eq. (57) is that the amplitude of MQST zero momentum mode oscillations should be easily distinguishable from the depletion background due to interactions in order to have well defined MQST dynamics at short times. We verified numerically that if the inequality in Eq. (57) is not satisfied, the momentum distribution is broader and the system thermalizes before the peaks can fully develop, making them harder to observe. Thus for λ = 0.075, the RHS of Eq. (57) is 0.025 so we can have a few percent depletion at most in the full wire. If we increase λ then we can tolerate larger depletion. However, λ can not be too large otherwise oscillations of the condensate mode are unharmonic and the instability is suppressed. In practice we find that for λ > 0.1 the system does not produce as sharp a momentum distribution. Even though the peaks are still distinguishable, their amplitude is smaller and they acquire some width compared to the case of smaller Figure 7 . At time τ = π (corresponding to half the period of MQST dynamics) only the zero momentum mode is populated. At time τ = 160 we find a very sharp momentum distribution centered around characteristic modes ±qc. This time corresponds to the peak population in ±qc modes. Note that at this time the population in ±qc by far eclipses the population of the zero momentum mode. Finally at time τ = 400 we observe a very broad thermal-like momentum distribution centered around q = 0. For completeness we show the momentum distribution for system sizes smaller than the minimum required for MQST decay in Figure 10 (specifically L = π/q c , which is half the minimum size required for MQST decay) and show that MQST is indeed stable in such a system. Note that even though the system remains self trapped, the zero momentum mode oscillations are damped, which does not happen in a single Josephson junction. The Plot of zero momentum occupation for both full and empty wires for L = 3π/qc. According to our previous analysis this system should exhibit no MQST decay. This system size falls in an interval of MQST stability that is sandwiched between system size intervals where MQST is unstable, which shows it is possible to tune the system size to alternate between regions of MQST stability and MQST decay. Note that the system remains self trapped, but the MQST oscillations in the zero momentum modes are damped, unlike the usual case of MQST in a Bosonic Josephson junction.
source of damping likely originates from coupling to nonresonant modes, which are always present in 1D (note that this system size still exceeds interparticle distance by two orders of magnitude). We also show that MQST is stable for L = 3π/q c in Figure 11 . This system size is exactly in the middle between the first and second instabilities. This shows that it is possible to tune the system size such that we alternate between MQST stability and MQST decay. Note that there is no observable thermalization in the system for very long times. Finally let us mention that for L ≫ L thresh (see Eq. (52)) where there are many unstable modes, the system thermalizes so quickly that there is no MQST dynamics present at all, and a sharp momentum distribution never develops.
Consider now the very interesting possibility of decoupling the wires immediately after obtaining the sharp momentum distribution in the empty wire. Consider once again the parameters used in Figure 7 , where we have L = 20π/q c , K/π = 100, and λ = 0.05. Note that the population in the characteristic momentum modes peak around t ≃ 140/µ. To preserve this highly nonequilibrium momentum distribution at this moment we can suddenly decouple the wires. The resulting dynamics is shown in Figure 12 . Clearly the momentum distribution remains peaked around the characteristic modes q c , which is very different from the dynamics shown in Figure 7 where the wires remain coupled. The system does not equilibrate in the usual sense. This is not surprising since after decoupling the wires we are left with a 1D interacting Bose gas of the Lieb-Liniger type (see Ref [13] ), which is an integrable system solvable by Bethe ansatz. The integrability of the system precludes thermalization and as a consequence we observe that the sharp momentum distribution is robust. Through the procedure considered here, we have found a way to construct a 1D system with a stable sharp momentum distribution around nonzero characteristic momentum modes, which may be used itself in interesting applications. Note that in the empty wire almost all atoms occupy ±q c modes, which is a highly nonequilibrium state akin to having large counterpropagating currents in the same wire. In a usual nonintegrable system one expects that collisions between counterpropagating particles would thermalize the system and the large currents would dissipate, but integrability in the system considered here protects these currents and we observe no current decay (see also Ref. [22] ).
Before we conclude this section, let us make a few comments on the regime of applicability of our results. We focused mainly in the case of fairly large K/π = 50, 100 since in these cases one has the very interesting situation where we have a very large transfer of atoms to the characteristic modes and therefore a very sharp momentum distribution develops before thermalization sets in, which makes this choice of parameters very interesting from a theory point of view. However, qualitatively our conclusions remain robust to much stronger interactions as long as Eq. (2) is satisfied. For smaller K we observe smaller transfer of particles to the characteristic modes and thus not so sharp momentum distribution. We find that for K/π ≥ 10 the intermediate time momentum distribution is easily discernible from the final thermal distribution. For comparison, let us mention that for K/π = 20 and ℓ = 20π/q c (so the characteristic mode is the tenth excited momentum mode), we get about 1.6% of atoms transferred to each characteristic mode (i.e. ∼ 3% for both ±q c ), compared to 4% for each characteristic mode for K/π = 100, and the distribution remains fairly sharp for this case. For K/π = 10, These are the same parameters used in Figure 7 , except now we decouple the wires at t = 140/µ, which is roughly when the population in the characteristic modes peaks. Note that the momentum distribution remains highly peaked around the characteristic momentum modes. Since the system is now integrable, we do not observe thermalization.
however, the percentage transferred to each characteristic mode goes down to 0.6% and the distribution becomes noticeably broader.
At the same time the nonmonotonic dependence of MQST decay on system size remains very robust as long as K/π ≥ 10. Thus for K/π > ∼ 20, the system size dependence is practically indistinguishable from what happens at larger K (i.e. K/π = 100, see Figures 10 and  11 ). In particular, we still see essentially no decay from MQST if the system size is such that there are no unstable modes present, and if there are unstable modes present in the system we see decay of MQST in a similar fashion to what happens for larger K. For K/π = 10, we still observe nonmonotonic dependence of MQST decay with system size, however unlike the situation with larger K (see Figs. 10, 11) there is some small yet noticeable decay of MQST even when the resonance condition is not satisfied. For K/π ≃ 5, we find that the nonmonotonic behavior of MQST decay with system size is no longer present.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper we studied the breakdown of MQST for two coupled 1D interacting Bose gases with a large population imbalance. There are certain constraints that the system must meet in order for it to initially exhibit self trapping. In particular, the system size should be mesoscopic such that the initial depletion from the quasicondensate modes remains relatively small. Also the interactions in the system should be weak corresponding to large Luttinger liquid parameter K > ∼ 30. If these conditions are satisfied the initial self-trapping occurs if the ratio of the tunneling coupling J to the chemical potential in the full wire µ is sufficiently small: λ = J/µ < 1/4.
Under these conditions the system exhibits MQST at short times. MQST is characterized by small amplitude (order λ 2 ) tunneling of zero momentum mode (condensate) particles between two 1D wires. The frequency of these characteristic MQST zero momentum mode oscillations is µ, the chemical potential difference between wires. At intermediate times (of order 1/J, where J is the tunneling energy) we find that MQST can decay. The mechanism of this decay is the resonant coupling between the oscillating zero momentum mode fields and creation of quasiparticle pairs of characteristic momenta ±q c with the energy matching the oscillation frequency. These excited modes have a very high momentum on the order of the inverse healing length in the full wire (or equivalently with the energy of the order of µ). Through this mechanism, the system can develop a very sharp momentum distribution around ±q c at intermediate times. At later times, the system generally reaches a steady state at which point the momentum distribution in the two wires is identical.
Since we are working with mesoscopic systems, we find that the system size puts a very strong constraint on whether or not we observe MQST decay, due to the fact that we have a discrete set of allowed momentum modes. Simply put, if there are no modes that satisfy the resonance condition (within a tolerance of order J), then MQST is stable even in 1D systems and the population imbalance survives for very long times. A corollary to this is that there is a minimum system size L min ≃ 2π/q c below which MQST is always stable, and a system size L thresh ≃ 2π/ √ 3λq c above which one always has MQST decay. For intermediate system sizes between these two, in order to have MQST decay we must confine ourselves to system sizes falling in a region centered around discrete values L n ≃ 2πn/q c , with these regions having a size of order λn. By picking exactly L n = 2πn/q c (with L < L thresh ), so that the characteristic momentum mode is exactly resonant with the tunneling rate of zero momentum mode atoms, one can maximize the rate of MQST decay and maximize the transfer of particles to the characteristic modes ±q c before thermalization sets in. For the very special case where one picks the smallest system size where MQST decay is possible (L 1 = 2π/q c ) we find that the system reaches a steady state only at very long times, since only very few system modes participate in the dynamics.
Interestingly, by taking advantage of the MQST decay mechanism, the system considered in this paper may be used to construct stable states with a sharp momentum distribution around nonzero characteristic momentum modes. One simply decouples the two wires after enough particles are transfered to the empty wire before thermalization sets in, i.e. while the momentum distribution is sharp. The decoupled wires are integrable systems (see Ref. [13] ), and the system does not thermalize after decoupling. The empty wire in particular has almost all Figure 7 . One can clearly distinguish three stages in the dynamics corresponding to MQST, unstable resonant dynamics producing a sharply peaked momentum distribution, and finally thermalization.
particles occupying the characteristic modes ±q c . This is akin to having large counterpropagating currents in the same wire, where interestingly we observe no current decay due to the integrability of the system. We briefly mention here that there exists another way of preserving the sharp momentum distribution. Instead of decoupling the wires (while the momentum distribution is still sharply peaked around characteristic momenta ±q c ), one can also achieve the same effect by introducing a large uniform potential bias V (with V ∼ µ) between the two wires, the empty wire being at a lower potential (if instead the empty is at a higher potential, then the self trapping trivially survives and there is not much transfer between wires since it is more favorable for them to stay in the full wire). The behavior at short times is essentially identical to the nonbiased case considered in this paper, the only difference being the trivial rescaling of the parameters in the biased case. There is however a stark difference in behavior between the two cases at times greater than O(1/J). In this situation, the sharp momentum distribution in the empty wire remains robust, and MQST survives for long times. The height of the peaks in the momentum distribution at first sight seems to saturate at the same value as before (i.e. 4.5 percent of total N for K/π = 100 and L = L 10 ). In our numerics, however, we do notice a slow leak of particles from the zero momentum mode in the full wire to nonzero momentum modes in the empty wire surrounding, and including, the highly populated characteristic modes ±q c . This effect slowly increases the number of particles in the empty wire, while mostly maintaining the sharpness of the momentum distribution. There is noticeable broadening developing at later times, and we expect that the peaks will once again saturate to a value similar to that found in the nonbiased case before thermalization sets in, but this requires further investigation. Interestingly we observe essentially no transfer to zero momentum modes in the empty wire, in stark contrast to what happens with no bias. Because of this slow decay that persists, we expect that at time scales much larger than 1/J (beyond what we have investigated numerically) MQST eventually is destroyed, but the time scales for this seem to be very high. More work needs to be done in the biased case. Note once again that in this scenario the wires remain coupled at all times t > 0, the only thing we do is introduce an additional potential bias before coupling the wires at t = 0.
As a final remark we point out that in the setup we analyzed dynamics is particularly interesting for very weak but nonzero interactions (see Fig. 13 ). In this case one can clearly see three stages of evolution: (i) macroscopic self trapping, (ii) resonant excitation of characteristic modes, and (iii) thermalization between the wires. As interactions get stronger the second stage gradually disappears and the sharp momentum distribution at intermediate times becomes less pronounced. Nevertheless, according to our numerical results, all three features can be observed for K/π > ∼ 10, which is realistic for present experiments. Another important prediction of our analysis, which can be easily verified in experiments, is very strong and nonmonotonic dependence of the MQST decay time on the system size. In particular, we find that in the interval L min < L < L thresh this decay time is relatively short τ ∼ 1/J if the resonance condition is satisfied (i.e. there is an unstable mode) and very long if it is not satisfied. This result is valid even in the systems with larger interactions, where a narrow momentum distribution at intermediate times never forms.
